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Abstract: There is a rapid need for better-cost software, further features, quicker distribution, and great-quality software 

than before it was. The development of the software is becoming increasingly varied and complicated. There are several 

Software Development Life Cycle models that are extensively used in the development of life cycle. SDLC systems provide 

a conceptual roadmap to the growth of the software. SDLC model is about reducing the software product's danger and 

malfunction and optimizing efficiency. The software development method is perhaps the complicated subject without any 

proper systematic generation method so that the lifespan of the software development methods came into being in order 

to make it straightforward and standardized. The Software Development Life Cycle specifies the structure that involves 

various software development phases and functions to be performed. SDLC prototypes are of the greatest importance for 

the efficient implementation of the software so that it can be produced inside the timeline and should be of the required 

standard. The paper gives a detailed overview of various SDLC Models its advantages and disadvantages.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Nowadays everything is performed through 

innovation. There is, therefore, a desire to build 

a further large and complicated software package that 

meets the increasing and rising demands of the 

consumer. Software Development Life Cycle is a 

process through which the software can be 

continuously produced and which increases the 

chances of finishing the software project inside the 

time-limit and retaining the software application 

quality as per the norm[1]. SDLC, therefore, offers 

organized and structured coordination of operations 

to be conducted out in development time to produce 

good-quality products. SDLC is a technique for data 

and manufacturing structures planning, creating and 

maintaining. The Life Cycle Process for System 

Development offers a series of tasks to be performed 

by application developers and programmers for 

application development. It is often thought of as a 

part of the life cycle of system design. Any 

application development method is separated into 

difficult logical phases that enable an application 

development organization to effectively coordinate 

its jobs in order to create a software package with the 

necessary features within the same specific time 

period and expenditure[2]. The administration of 

software development offers the technological way to 

begin implementing software approaches like 

coordination, specification implementation, 

simulation of implementation and layout, system 

development, evaluation, and assistance. The lifespan 

of system development includes the range of 

activities to be done throughout the development of 

the system and is sometimes called the "life cycle of 

software development". Software development is 

categorized into a series of operations that 

enable easy control of the piece of software by any 
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application development business. The lifespan of 

software development begins with the initial 

examination. In the current system, such a step 

confirms the issue and acknowledges the need for the 

solution needed. Initial investigation production 

determines to choose whether or not to develop the 

new scheme. The production provides software 

examination after the initial investigation. The 

primary purpose of such a process is to determine 

exactly "what kind of functionality" the program 

should offer. The Examination of the software 

includes two kinds of functions 

Requirement analysis- All connected information and 

client specification data are gathered and examined in 

the requirement analysis. 

Software Requirement Specification (SRS) -: SRS is 

established after client requirements are analyzed. 

Design proposals are created in SRS which outlines 

the events to be carried out throughout the program. 

Software design occurs in this phase following 

application analysis; the specifications are provided 

an ' established ' shape. The programming arrives 

after developing the process. The programming 

transforms the meaning of the design into a particular 

language. Coding process performance provides 

device validation, in this step; it ensures that the 

program is mistake-free. Using the Software 

Development Life Cycle steps the consumer will 

create the software as needed. 

Phases of SLDC 

 

Figure 1: Phase of Software Development Life 

Cycle 

The Phases of Software Development Life Cycle is 

shown above in Fig. 1 Phases of Software Life Cycle. 

It is composed of different stages outlining how the 

software project should be created, planned and 

managed to ensure that all operational & consumer 

specifications, requirements and goals are 

achieved[3]. This assists in manufacturing reliability 

and service quality. SDLC is a circular technique, 

repeat stages so that improvements to the layout can 

be created. 

Requirement Analysis- In the requirement analysis 

process, the customers addresses the software 

development requirements. The purpose of such a 

step is to collect all the information of the plan or 

it can be suggested that the step of the requirement 

analysis is to collect the information of each 

specification and to ensure that everyone recognizes 

the nature of the task and how each specification will 

be met. 

Design- Designers and professional engineers begin 

the high-level design of the application and process 

during the design phase in order to allow meeting any 

specification. The technical aspects of the design are 

addressed with the investors and different criteria like 

threats, technology that will be used, group capacity, 

project limitations, space, and expenditure are 

checked and afterward, the best design strategy for 

the product is chosen. 

Implementation-This is the process in which all the 

specifications obtained from the user are applied. In 

such steps, the coding begins according to the 

customer's necessity. In this step, each one starts to 

do the job sys admin starting to make database 

developers begin coding the feature or we can claim 

the software components ' and front end programmer 

statistic create an integrated GUI according to the 

application specification. 

Testing- Testing will be the last stage of the 

SDLC before clients receive the software. In this 

step, there is a need to test whether or not the 

program is functioning according to the standards. It 

is also possible to verify that the 
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Software Requirement Specification meets the 

complete software specification that the customer 

stated at the period of the settlement. 

Deployment and Specification- When software 

development is finished, it is possible to distribute the 

software according to customer usage and can 

provide that normally there is a maintenance team 

that takes care of any sub-production problems. If a 

problem is found in the manufacturing, the 

development team is notified and according on how 

bad the problem is, it may either involve a warm-fix 

that is produced and delivered within a short time or, 

if not quite extreme, it may delay until next edition of 

the software. 

 

SDLC Models: 

 

Waterfall Model- The waterfall model is the 

"software process model" which is easiest and 

conventional. Many users of the waterfall model are 

for smaller projects. Such model functions in linear 

sequence. In this design, the outcome of first phase is 

used as the source to the next phase. Sometimes it's 

also named "sequential linear model"[4]. The first 

phase in this design is study of the system. At this 

stage, study the issue or application needs. Afterward, 

in the analysis process, the issue and specifications 

are evaluated, and in the design phase, the 

specifications are designed and then converted into 

a programming language is transformed into design 

framework during coding phase. Coding output is 

transmitted to the test process. Mistakes in such a 

step are deleted from the code. The 

maintenance phase is needed following testing of the 

entire program. As these steps are carried out one by 

one and drop like water flying through the air that's 

why it is named the waterfall model. The Waterfall 

model is shown below in Fig. 2 Waterfall Model 

 

Advantages: 

 

It is easy to explain every pattern.  

Explanation is simple. 

Implicit in every step of the research.  

Less expensive. 

 Disadvantages 

Learning to the customer in this model is much less 

important. 

Problems aren't noticed until system testing. 

Big projects don't help. 

 

Figure 2: Waterfall Model 

Prototype Model 

The prototype model is the basis of the process of 

evolution. Evolutionary process models are the 

incremental form systems that the user can gradually 

design more comprehensive app versions using this 

model[5]. 

 

Advantages: 

 

Easily Accessibility 

Great Results 

Reducible Price 

User will definitely feel the interaction with the 

process. 

Early Planning 

Disadvantages 

There is possibility of incomplete project. 

Possibility of malfunctioning system  

No flexibilities. 

Not suited to big systems.  
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The administration is very difficult. The Prototype 

model is shown below in Fig. 3 Prototype Model 

 
Figure 3: Prototype Model 

 

V Shaped: 

 

The v model is separated into two divisions in which 

the left section analyzes the software that needs to be 

created. Testing tasks include the correct section[6]. 

The model's left and right sections work at the same 

time. It is not possible to switch to the next phase in 

this model until or unless it is not possible to 

complete the preceding step. Because of every phase 

testing it is not possible to get shied away from the 

project objective in this model. 

Advantages  

It is simple to understand and execute.  

Removal of bugs in early phase. 

Correct downward mistake circulation.  

Disadvantages 

Not versatile and stable design. High risk correlated 

with such a model.  

The purpose of this model is not explicit. 

It's highly resistant to change.  

More time is expensive and necessary. 

 This model does not provide a viable path to the 

issue discovered during test phases. 

 The V Model is shown below in Fig. 4 V Model 

 
Figure 4: V Model 

 

Spiral Model: 

 

The spiral model is effective for large, onerous and 

complex projects. The model takes advantage of 

many of the same steps as the waterfall model[7]. 

The model consists of many cycles. The process 

involves four key activities representing four sectors-

planning, risk assessment, growth, and customer 

assessment. 

Planning-: Targets are set and strategies are defined 

in this process. 

Risk Assessment-: strategies are assessed established 

and solved in this context.  

Design-: Create, check the product next stage. 

Customer Assessment-: Customer assessment of the 

product in this.  

 Advantages 

Every moment a different design was obtained. 

Ability to reuse. 

Improved efficiency.  

It has a structured approach, step by step. 

Errors are removed in early stage. 

Disadvantages 

Not a reasonable approximation of the expense and 

time. 

Risk assessment costs are high for big projects. 

The model is complicated. 

 

RAD (Rapid Application Development) Model 
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Figure5: RAD Model 

RAD model is a platform for the rapid development 

of applications. It's an iterative kind of model. The 

elements or functionalities in RAD paradigm are 

created in connection as though they were mini-

projects[8]. The RAD Model is shown above in Fig. 

5 RAD Model. The advances are packaged in time, 

produced and constructed into a working model. The 

various stages in RAD Model are- 

Business Modelling- The flow of data between 

different corporate tasks is recognized. 

Data Modelling- Data collected from enterprise 

modelling is used to identify the data entities required 

for the company. 

Process Modelling- To accomplish several specific 

company goal, data elements described in data 

modelling are transformed to accomplish the 

company information distribution. Data 

elements description is recognized. 

Application Generation- Computerized systems are 

used to transform prototypes of processes into 

software and the system itself. 

Advantages 

Time for production is decreased. 

Increases Module Scalability. 

Fast early reviews are taking place. 

Encouraging suggestions from customers. 

From the very start, automation stops a lot of 

integration issues. 

 Disadvantages 

 It depends on great team results and individual 

achievement to recognize business needs.  

The only system can be developed using RAD that 

can be modularised. 

Highly experienced programmers/designers are 

required. 

It has a strong dependency on modelling expertise. 

The expense of data analysis and automatic software 

creation is extremely unenforceable to smaller 

schemes. 

 

Comparsion of Different Models: 

 

Since there are different SCLC models, each one 

has benefits and drawbacks based on which design to 

choose from[9]. For example, if the specifications are 

identified first and then clearly known and there is a 

need to have full project management at all times, use 

the waterfall model. Due to the advent of test 

strategies during the life cycle, the V-shaped Model 

has a better chance of succeeding over the waterfall 

model. This fits well enough for smaller projects 

where it is easy to understand specifications. The 

incremental model is at the core of the process of 

creating cyclic applications. The spiral model is great 

for big and task-critical projects where significant 

risk evaluation such as rocket launch is 

necessary[10]. RAD Design is adaptable to changes 

because it utilizes fast development cycles i.e. 

customers immediately get the RAD product. It also 

requires client involvement thus increasing the 

probability of embracing the group of potential users 

and recognizing an overall decline in project threat. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

There are several Software Development Life Cycle 

models including, “Waterfall, RAD, Spiral, 

Incremental, V-shaped, etc” used in different 

companies based on the current conditions there. 
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Each of these various software creation frameworks 

has its own pros and cons. Software Development 

Life Cycle Model is beneficial for consumers to get a 

service of superior quality in time and under budget. 

The Software Development Life Cycle is the 

compilation of various processes that accompanied 

for the systematic growth, layout, and upkeep of 

software projects, and ensures that all customer needs 

are met with the smallest amount of commodity 

usage. In this paper we have compared the different 

software development life cycle models on the basis 

of certain features like- Requirement specifications, 

Risk involvement, User involvement, Cost etc. on the 

basis of these features for a particular software 

project one can decide which of these SDLC model  

should be chosen for that particular project. In the 

technology sector, it is essential to pick the right life 

cycle model, as the software must be supplied within 

the deadline and should have the intended 

consistency. 
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